
MMF’s IBM™ Cash Trays are drop-in replacements for the tray in
your 46XX system cash drawer. More rugged than the original trays,
these competitively priced tills are made of virtually indestructible ABS,
feature heavy-duty steel bill weights and ship from stock with a 5 year
warranty.

MMF’s Keyboard Pedestal Stand and Tray is
designed to hold the IBM™ 50 key or compara-
ble keyboard. Available in fixed or fully
adjustable heights, it easily and securely attach-
es to the countertop. An optional adapter allows
you to quickly attach a customer display and
position it for optimal viewing.

IBM™ is registered trademark of the IBM™ corporation.

1 800 769 1954
www.mmfcashdrawer.com



MMF’s SurePOS™ 500  Platform allows you to inte-
grate your IBM SurePOS™ system with the popular MMF
MediaPlus™ cash drawer.  The new platform, designed
to quickly attach to the MMF MediaPlus™ drawer, makes
it easy to upgrade the cash drawer and use best of breed
keyboards and printers that better meet application
needs. Such flexibility in peripheral choice can result in
hundreds of dollars in savings per lane. The platform is
one of several from MMF that help retailers organize and
protect their POS peripherals.

MMF’s IBM™ Peripheral Platform fits perfectly
and securely on top of your IBM™ 46XX cash
drawer allowing you to easily integrate non-IBM™
peripherals. Designed to accommodate a wide
range of third party keyboards, printers and moni-
tors, the Platform neatly routes cables and pro-
vides a solid base for heavy use.

The IPCP 300 IPCP is a combination platform
and PC garage that sits on top of a Heritage
Series Heritage 240 cash drawer. The garage
is designed to house and securely hold in
place the IBM SurePOS™ 300's PC, drives
and CD ROMs most commonly used with this
system. The platform can hold a keyboard,
printer and monitor. By providing a means of
integrating such best of breed peripherals, IBM
SurePOS 300 users can extend the life of their
systems. 

The Custom IBM Integrated PC Platform is
designed to house a PC and related compo-
nents and associated drives on top of an IBM
“wide body” cash drawer to form a complete
integrated system. The IBM / IPCP also pro-
vides space for IBM or “best of breed” periph-
erals and storage space for cable manage-
ment.


